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I N T R O D U C T I O N

In the recent years the importance of dynamics in the understanding of

protein function is gaining additional importance. Several methods are

available, however each of them can only cover a slice of the extremely

wide time-scales of dynamical events. Many enzyme-cycles have a char-

acteristic time of about a few ms, thus this timescale is of special im-

portance. However, it is exactly this timescale, which is hardly accessible,

especially in large systems. during my PhD work I have developed a new

phosphorescence based method, which is independent of the size of the

system, to study the activation of ms timescale, collective dynamics in

proteins. I present the method in the case of human hemoglobin,together

with results on the dissociation constant, and isothermal compressibility.

Since it is important to know, if the new method is generally applicable,

I also show results on two other proteins: phosphoglycerate kinase, and

dUTP-ase. In both cases relevant information can be gathered by the new

method.

The method is briefly the following: the protein is fast-frozen to 10 K

temperature, and then heated in 5 - 10 K steps. During the heating phase

the average phosphorescence lifetime is measured. It is important that

no glass-forming substances, such as glycerol, are added to the sample.

In such an experiment, the average lifetime does not change significantly

up to about 180 K, then, around 190 - 210 K a sharp, 50 - 90 % lifetime

decrease can be observed. This reduced lifetime can be measured in the

next few temperature steps, and then in a second step the phosphores-

cence signal decreases below the detection limit of our instrument. The

two above steps conform to two consecutive transitions of the system. I

will show the results of my PhD work in the form of questions, and then

answers.
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questions

1. What is the cause of the transitions?

• Is it specific to the protein, or is it caused by a phase-transition

of the solvent? Can the two steps be related to two different

transitions? What can the two steps be assigned to?

• Can the transition originate from the chromophore itself? Does

it depend on the type of the chromophore?

• If one of the transitions is characteristic of the protein, then

is it in a native state? Does the freezing process influence the

structure of the protein?

2. What type of thermodynamic model can be set-up to describe the

transition?

• What kind of parameters can be calculated?

• How realistic are these parameters?

• Do these parameters relate to the function of the protein?

• If the function of the protein is changes, does it reflect in the

parameters?

3. How can the parameters, and their changes be related to other ex-

perimental results?

Two experiments are considered:

a) Tetramer→ dimer dissociation constant in hemoglobin.

I have determined the tetramer → dimer dissociation con-

stant of hemoglobin by a pressure-perturbation method, under

various conditions. In this study the following questions were

raised:

i. Does only the quaternary structure change in the experi-

ment?

ii. Can pressure-induced denaturation cause the observed ef-

fects?

iii. How can we interpret the pressure-induced changes?

iv. What type of model can be formulated?

v. How do the allosteric effectors influence the results?

vi. How can the results be related to the results of the phos-

phorescence experiment?
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b) Changes in the isothermal compressibility by the presence of

allosteric effectors:

With a fluorescence line narrowing experiment the inhomo-

geneous population density function (IDF) can be calculated.

From the IDF with the help of a model the isothermal com-

pressibility can be calculated, or estimated. We have answered

the following questions:

i. Does the IDF shift along the energy scale in a linear way

by pressure perturbation?

ii. Since the compressibility is proportional to the slope of the

shift, does this slope depend on the presence of allosteric

effectors?

iii. How can the results be related to the results of the other

experiments?

4. What general conclusions can be drawn from the results obtained

on hemoglobin?

5. Can the above conclusions be generalized? How can we apply the

phosphorescence method in other proteins?

a) Is there an transition in phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) ?

i. How can we interpret the results?

ii. Are the new results relevant for the understanding of PGK

function?

b) What do we learn from the dynamics of dUTPase by the appli-

cation of the new method?

answers - results

1. We have shown that the first transition around 180 - 210 K is specific

for a dynamical transition of the protein.

• The second step above 250 K can be related to a phase-transition

of the solvent. We have confirmed this by a direct experiment,

in which only a chromophore was embedded in the solvent,

without the protein: in this case only the second transition

could be observed, without the first. The temperature of the

second transition is close to the melting-point of the solvent,

which further supports this assignment.
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• We have shown that the chromophore used in hemoglobin

does not have any transition itself in the temperature range

used in the experiments. We have also shown, that if the tryp-

tophan was used as a chromophore, then the same transition

can be observed, thus the transition is independent of the type

and position of the chromophore.

• Comparing several freezing protocols, we have elaborated a

method by which the structure of the protein is maintained

during the process, without any significant structural changes

or denaturation. We have confirmed this by FTIR and UV-VIS

spectroscopy.

2. We have developed a simple model to describe the first transition

corresponding to the protein.

We assume that the system can be in two distinct states: at low

temperature in the dynamically inactive state, in which the diffu-

sion of quencher molecules is effectively inhibited, thus the quench-

ing rate is negligible, and the average lifetime is long. When the

temperature is raised, the dynamics of the protein matrix becomes

activated, which results in an increased diffusion, and thus in an

increased quenching, which corresponds to a drop of the average

lifetime. Since the transition is independent of the type and position

of the chromophore, it can be concluded that the activated dynam-

ics is of collective, global nature. Since the phosphorescence lifetime

is sensitive to events in the ms timescale, thus in this type of exper-

iment the ms timescale dynamics can be monitored.

• The activation energy and entropy of the global dynamics can

be calculated from the model.

• The calculated parameters correspond to a transient cavity of

the size of a few amino acids. Such cavities are hypothesized,

e.g., in myoglobin.

• The parameters are sensitive to the presence of allosteric effec-

tors, thus to the alteration of protein function.

3. Results of the additional experiments:

a) We have developed a model to describe the dissociation-related

spectroscopic changes.
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• We have shown that there is no denaturation, or signifi-

cant tertiary structural change of the structure during the

pressure-perturbation experiment.

• We have shown that the pressure-related spectral changes

can be related to a tetramer to dimer dissociation.

• Treating the shape of the spectra as a linear combination

of the spectrum of the tetramer and the dimer, from the

pressure dependence it is possible to determine the disso-

ciation constant.

• We have shown that on both R and T states the dissocia-

tion constant of hemoglobin is susceptible to the presence

of allosteric effectors.

• Global, collective dynamics may have a significant influ-

ence on the dissociation constant.

b) We have shown that the IDF shifts linearly with pressure.

• The allosteric effectors influence the slope of this shift in

accordance with their efficiency, however the effect is smaller

than in other experiments.

• It can be assumed, that a change in the collective dynamics

is responsible for the observed changes in the isothermal

compressibility.

4. It can be assumed, that collective, ms timescale dynamics plays an

important role in the function of allosteric effectors. They partly

exert their action by modifying the collective dynamics. It can be

assumed, that the role of collective, ms timescale dynamics in the

regulation of protein function is a general phenomenon. A possible

interpretation can be, that the collective dynamics encodes func-

tional information, which can be read-out simultaneously by dis-

tinct remote parts of the structure.

5. We have observed a similar transition in both PGK and dUTPase as

seen in hemoglobin. This supports the conclusion that it is a general

phenomenon.

a) In the case of PGK we have determined the activation energy

and entropy of four different constructs.

i. We have shown that the two domains of PGK can be acti-

vated in an asymmetric way, however in both domains the

activation is sensitive to the presence of the other domain.
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ii. We have shown that in PGK there is an alternative dynam-

ical communication between the two domains besides the

already known hinge-bending motion.

b) In dUTPase, it can be concluded from the preliminary data

that the C terminal arm, which plays an important role in the

catalysis, is strongly coupled to the solvent in the apo-enzyme,

but its dynamics is determined by the rest of the protein in the

substrate-bound form.
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